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Transmission and drive

SR machines are fitted with hydrostatic transmission. In slippy
conditions, on uneven ground or on slopes the differential can
be locked to further improve traction.
All machines are available as a 4-wheel version with rear floating
axle, which provides stability and safety when the operator
crosses slopes.
All 4 WD models adopt the patented HTC™ (Hydrostatic
Traction Control) system which provides significant advantages:
- It intelligently varies the traction supplied to each rear wheels
to prevent them from damaging the turf during turning
operations;
- It ensures that traction is still supplied all four wheels, even
during turning operations.

Loading tray

SR machines are fitted with a
useful, robust loading tray which
can be used to transport tools
or materials such as sand and
soil etc…
These which can then be
dumped onto the ground using
the hydraulic dump facility.
An anti-shock external frame
made of heavy-gauge tubular
steel protects the loading tray
from the impacts that frequently
occur when working in confined
spaces.

SR machines are multi-purpose front lawnmower.

The SR product family includes four versions of hydrostatic
machines with petrol or diesel engines and 2 or 4 wheel
drive. With SR lawnmowers several attachments can be
fitted to ensure an increased return on investment for
landscapers and other professionals.

Attachments

130 SP

130 SL

150 SM

All cutting decks are mounted on the front of the machine. This prevents
compaction of the grass, improving cut quality and providing improved visibility
for the operator. This solution also allows cutting under bushes and makes
work around trees and trimming along walls and flowerbeds easier.
Rear Discharge Cutting Deck 130 SP with Mulching Kit
The 130cm rear discharge deck is highly productive. The front profile of the
mower deck is raised and fitted with large swinging entry gates to aid the
grass entry, which is cut without being compressed. Additionally, a specially
designed deflector, allows the deck to be converted from rear discharge to
mulching without the need for tools. The deck is also equipped with the
innovative “SA” system which allows for the quick adjustment of cutting height
via a simple single lever adjustment.
Side discharge cutting deck 130 SL
For operators who prefer the more traditional side discharge, each SR machine
can be fitted with the 130cm side discharge deck. The deck is supported by
a set of large caster wheels that allows it to float and adapt to the contours
of the ground. The deck employs a two-blade-disc cutting system with double
articulated blades. Blades are rotated by two cast iron direct drive reduction
gearboxes.
Cutting deck 150 SM
A new deck with belt-driven transmission and three blades. In standard form
it is configured as a mulching deck. However, it can be converted to side
discharge using a special kit supplied jointly. It also incorporates the ”SA”
system for the quick adjustment of cutting height.

Aerator

The 100 cm aerator is particularly
useful in spring or at the end of
the summer to remove moss and
weeds and to help the grass
breathe.

Flail Mower

A rugged flail mower attachment
is available for clearing
long grass, scrub and even
brushwood.

Front grader blade

The ideal tool to level sand and
soil, fill dips in the ground or clear
snow.

Snow Thrower

The dedicated 130 cm, doublestage snow thrower comes fitted
with hydraulic orientation,
allowing the operator control the
angle of attack. It is also fitted
with a Plexiglas screen to provide
additional protection for the
operator.

Rapid adjustment “SA”

